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BLUEDOME
Elegant, dimmable worklight



BlueDome 

Don’t get caught in the dark during your show. BlueDome 
provides dimmable, omni-directional LED light to gently 
illuminate stairwells, lobbies, wing spaces, and seating areas.

BlueDomes are available in multiple finishes. The frosted 
dome emits a bright, clear light for maximum illumination, 
while the semi-opaque dome creates a subtler glow that 
illuminates without drawing the eye.

Eyelid Accessory
BlueDomes keep a low profile. The optional snap-on  
eyelid accessory ensures that your BlueBeams provide  
safe illuminaion while conforming to the design needs  
of your venue.



BLUEBEAM
Directional worklight, just where you need it



BlueBeam

Take control of your backstage lighting. This dimmable, 
directional LED BlueBeam is perfect for loading galleries, 
upstage crossovers, scenery docks, fly rails and other 
backstage spaces.

Available in multiple beam angles, BlueBeam can illuminate 
tight spaces or long throws up to 50 feet. BlueBeam comes 
in white and black color options to blend into any behind the 
scenes environment.

Cowl Accessory
Keep your running light backstage where it belongs.  
BlueBeam offers an optional, snap-on cowl accessory that 
prevents unwanted light spill onstage or in the house.



INSTALLATION



LV Power Supplies
BlueDome and BlueBeam luminaires operate in conjunction 
with the BluesSystem LV Power Supply.  Drivers are available 
in two sizes, so you can build a system that works for your 
venue.

One-Zone LV Power Supply
This wall-mounted unit is available in either DMX or switched 
control versions, driving one zone of 10 BluesSystem 
luminaires.

Six-Zone LV Power Supply
This wall- or rack-mount unit is available in DMX, switched 
and 0-10V control versions, driving six zones of 10 
BluesSystem luminaires.

Installation
BluesSystem luminaires ship with custom plates that attach 
to standard backboxes, allowing for easy installation on 
walls, ceiling or conduit.
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